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1
Anita Slonimska
Simultaneous information encoding in Italian Sign Language (LIS):
methodology and preliminary results
Arushi Garg
2
The perception-production interface: Insights from cumulative semantic effects
Basil Preisig
3
The role of phase coupling in speech production: transcranial alternating current stimulation
(tACS) during verbal repetition
Carl Börstell
4
Articulatory plurality as a universal iconic strategy
Chih Yeh (April)
5
Right hemisphere syntactic processing suppressed for native language is seen for a newly learned
grammar— evidence from Event-Related potentials.
Christoph Aurnhammer
6
Gated Cells Improve Fit of Neural Network Language Models on Human Reading Data
7
Cigdem Turan
Facial Expressions of Online Sentence Comprehension
8
Claudia Peñaloza
A computational approach to healthy bilingual naming performance and naming impairment in
aphasia
Dick van den Broek
9
From genes to language: how CNTNAP2 affects sentence processing in human neural networks
10
Elisabeth Süß
Perception of Native and Non-native Lombard Speech
Eric Hoekstra
11
Folk etymology, neighbourhood proximity and the gradual nature of compositionality
Francie Manhardt
12
Iconicity matters: Signers and speakers view spatial relations differently prior to linguistic production
28

13
Gyu-Ho Shin
Passives are dif icult to process, but can be learnt: Sentence comprehension by adult Chinese-speaking learners of Korean
Ileana L. Camerino
14
Role of White Matter Hyperintensity at Speci ic Locations in Cerebral Small Vessel Disease: A Voxel-Based Lesion Symptom Mapping Study
15
Jang Ha-A-Yan
Korean adolescents’ behavioral and neural responses to the congruent and incongruent matches
of verbs and case markers in a picture-sentence veri ication task
16
Joao Ferreira
Role of basal ganglia in producing in lections
Julia Egger
17
Neural correlates of incidental L2 auditory word learning
Karl Neergaard
18
Mental effort account of auditory lexical activation: lexicality and syllable segmentation
Katharina Kühne
19
Subjective ratings of human and arti icial voices: An exploration of the auditory uncanny valley
20
Katie Mudd
Investigating the factors maintaining sign languages using an agent based model
21
Klara Schevenels
Review: Treatment-induced neuronal reorganisation in aphasia
Larissa So ia Balduin-Philipps
22
Well-being and side effects in a tDCS-supported verbal recognition task:The older, the better tolerated?
Linda Taschenberger
23
Interference in joint picture naming
Maria Economou
24
Myelin water imaging in children with dyslexia and typically developing children
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25
Annika Brandt
The acquisition of grammatical gender agreement through natural input in beginning second language learners
26
Mariia Naumovets
The perceptual span of L2 English speakers with different L1 alphabetic systems
27
Marloes Mak
Sensory simulation, motor simulation and mentalizing during narrative reading: Insights from
eye-tracking
Marlou Rasenberg
28
How linguistic common ground management affects online language comprehension
29
Marta Marecka
An ear for language: basic auditory skills are linked to more ef icient novel word learning
Mehdi Bakhtiar
30
The role of right hemisphere activation in language recovery in left-brain damage patients with
chronic aphasia
Merel Wolf
31
The Relationship between Reading and Listening Comprehension: Overlap in Constructs and Foundational Skills
32
Mingyu Yuan
To Examine L2-L1 Noncognate Translation Priming Effect in Chinese-English Bilinguals with Different Ages of Acquisition: A Research Proposal
Monica Wagner
33
What’s in an accent? A segmental analysis of Dutch-accented English
Natascha Roos
34
Context-dependent language processing: towards a clinical tool
35
Nikki Janssen
Differentiation of Primary Progressive Aphasia variants
Patricia León-Cabrera
36
Electrophysiological correlates of anticipatory processes over the course of sentence processing
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37
Rosanne Abrahamse
P300 versus MMN: The clinical potential of ERPs to assess auditory discrimination abilities
38
Ruth Kessler
Eye-tracking evidence for lexical computation in idiomatic phrases
Sara Bögels
39
Creating shared conceptual representations
40
Stanley Donahoo
Processing expressives: Insights for semantic-pragmatic theory
41
Stella Guldner
Neural Correlates of Socio-Emotional Trait Expression in Voices
42
Sung Eun Lee
Korean adolescents’ behavioral and neural responses to the congruent and incongruent matches
of verbs and case markers in a picture-sentence veri ication task
Sun-Young Lee
43
Processing burden of long distance re lexives compared to noun phrases: Evidence from an ERP
study
44
Sun-Young Lee
Korean adolescents’ behavioral and neural responses to the congruent and incongruent matches
of verbs and case markers in a picture-sentence veri ication task
45
Xiaochen Zheng
Monitoring Language Selection Errors in Switching: Not all about Con lict.
46
Xiaomeng Ma
A systematic review of genetic disorder and language development
Xin Xie
47
Perceiving native- and foreign-accented speech: A problem of probabilistic inference under uncertainty
48
Yannick Jadoul
Demonstrating Parselmouth: Integrating Praat into a complex Python work low
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